Dear Mr Murray.
My name is Bernard Kelly. I live in Melbourne Victoria and although I am not fully coherse with the
ways issues get dealt with in Parliment, I still have a fair understanding of the influence, people such
as yourself, can have over the implementation of laws and such.
I am one of many who has had my life totally depleted through a rogue financial adviser. When the
laws were passed to stop these rogues I was somewhat relieved. Even though it does not help my
situation it was a step in the right direction into protecting my children.
I understand that the Liberal Government wants to break down these laws which in turn will give
the Financial Advisers and Banks the ability to run riot again. It scares me about our futures and that
of the generations to follow.
I am led to believe that Clive Palmer can have a major impact on the Financial Laws. I believe that
ASICs is under-funded in trying to control the Financial world.
I am unsure how to get through the importance of Government protection for Financial Investments so
I have chosen to attach a copy of the Hansard Report that my
Local Federal Member, Maria Vamvakinou, was kind enough to present for me.
I have all the paperwork now to show how I was decieved into believing a rogue financial adviser. The
copies of loan agreements that I did not know even existed with witness signatures from people I
never met.
Paperwork that was coalated after I signed them to form Loan Agreements to Loans I did not even
know that I had. etc
I have read some of your articles and I believe you understand the ways that common people get
fooled by financial advisers and banks. I trust my experience could be of great interest to you. I was a
victim of the Timbercorp collapse and my dealings was through financial adviser Peter Holt.
I pray the you will take my situation on board and see that you have the power to make a difference
for the long time future of the real australians that have worked so very hard all our lives to make this
a better country to live in..
Yours Kindly
Bernard Kelly

jasperk@optusnet.com.au

